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INTERIMREPORT OF THE PANE OF EXPERTS ON SOUTH SUDAN 

1. On 31 July , , Panel of Expe ' interim report was submitted to the Security 
Council Committee e)tablished pursuant to resolution 2206 (2015) concerning South Sudan 
(the Committee). ThG' note outlines the key findings of the report which may be of interest to 
DPKO and UNMISS. The Committee is scheduled to consider the report on 19 August. The 
report should be published as a Council document on or about 25 August. 

2. In its report, the Panel observed that the security situation has deteriorated since the 
adoption of resolution 2206 (20 15). The conflict has impacted all ten states of South Sudan, 
as fighting between the Sudan People's Liberation Army (SPLA) and Sudan People's 
Liberation Movement/Army In Opposition (SPLM/A-IO) affects Upper Nile, Unity and 
Jonglei States, and to a lesser extent Northern and Western Bah El Ghazal States. The Panel 
has also reported intra-communal violence rooted in the competition for water, grazing 
grounds and cattle in Warrap and Lake States, as well as a re-emergence of violence in 
Greater Equatoria. 

3. The Panel noted that regional intervention has so far not led to an improvement of the 
situation in South Sudan. The deployment of the Ugandan Peoples' Defence Forces (UPDF) 
had become "a toxic political issue" among the Nuer population. Regarding armed groups, 
the Panel reported that all parties to the conflict had relied heavily on youth militias, which 
included the Nuer "White Army" fighting with the opposition SPLA-IO, and the Bul Nuer 
youth fighting with the Government. The Panel reported that this dynamic was leading to a 
split within the Nuer community that would be difficult to heal. 

4. •ThePaneheporteq thatthe Government has continued to raise funds by borrowing 
from the Central Bank and obtaining external loans, pushing up inflation and increasing 
public debt. The Go~emmeht nonetheless seems able to sustain massive expenditures on the 
war, including on arms, logistics, and salaries. According to the Panel, in parallel "certain 
individuals and entities inside and outside of the country, and inside and outside of the 
Government and opposition", are in fact deriving significant financial benefit from the war. 

l \ 
5. Th6 .... P~as described South Sudan as "one of the most serious humanitarian1 /\ 
eme.rgencies [n the w~'t:ld". Based ~n prelimi~ary investigations, t.he Panel concluded that all . 
parties had u~ rape as part ofthe1r war tactics, and had used chlldren as combatants and to 1 ·. 
carry out supporHt.t~ons. . · 

6. The Panel noted that in May 2015 alone, humanitarian actors had reported the same 
number of access-related incidents as in the preceding two months combined. Humanitarian 
access to the River Nile has been suspended since 13 July 2015, and the Panel estimated that 
the number of humanitarian partners in Unity State has declined from 73 at the start of April . 
to 42 by June. All parties are reported to have extorted money in exchange for the safe 
passage of humanitarian assistance. Meanwhile, the Panel noted that UNMISS personnel 
were being attacked, harassed, detained, intimidated and threatened on a regular basis, 
reporting that since March 2014, the Mission had endured over 400 violations of the SOFA, 
over 90% of which were perpetrated by the Government. The Panel observed that the 
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cumulative effect of this "relentless obstruction" has been "devastating" for UNMISS 
operations and the mission's ability to execute its Chapter VII mandate to protect civilians. 

7. The Panel, which is mandated by paragraph 18(c) of resolution 2206 (2015) to 
"gather, examine and analyze information regarding the supply, sale or transfer of arms and 
related materiel and related military or other assistance ... ", expressed the view that the 
supply of arms and ammunition to all parties in conflict has been instrumental in prolonging 
and escalating the war. The SPLA has obtained, inter alia, attack helicopters, anti-tank 
guidance missile launching and guidance systems and amphibious vehicles, while the 
SPUvi/A-10 initially obtained arms from defector forces (from the SPLA), but the Panel 
reported that it is "highly probable" that the opposition has also obtained Sudanese 
ammunition that was airdropped by "an external source". The Panel regards-th aims by the 
parties in conflict that fighting only takes place in self-defence as "not credible". 

8. Ofthe Panel's eight recommendations, one is directly related to ~SS. The P nel 
recommended that the Security Council impose a complete and general arms embarg on 
South Sudan and that UNMISS be provided with the mandate to monitor·~ 'on of 
the embargo, as well as the required means to effectively do so. 

9. The Panel also recommended that, in the event of an agreement between the parties to 
establish a third-party force outside a UN peacekeeping mission, Member States contributing 
to that force should be required to notify the Committee and the Panel, prior to the transfer 
into South Sudanese territory, of the exact type, quantity and technical specification of 
weapons, ammunitions, military equipment, materiel and/or the provision of assistance to be 
delivered. The Panel also recommended that the Security Council further consider, as a 
matter of priority, options for criminal accountability and transitional justice in South Sudan 
for serious crimes committed since the start of the conflict. 

· cc: Mr. Eliasson 
Ms. Malcorra 
Ms. Bangura 
Ms. Zerrougui 

Jeffrey Feltman 
6 August 2015 
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To: 
Cc: 
Bee: 

Subject: Fw: Interim report of the Panel of Experts on South Sudan 

-----Forwarded by Jill Annitto/NY/UNO on 10/08/2015 02:30 PM -----

From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Date: 
Subject: 

Dear Sir, 

Lourdes Selaya/NY/UNO 
Debbie Berman/NY/UNO@UNHQ, Herve Ladsous/NY/UNO@UNHQ 
SGCentrai/NY/UNO@UNHQ, Zainab Hawa Bangura/NY/UNO@UNHQ, Patrick 
Bruce-Doe/NY/UNO@UNHQ, Leila Zerrougui/NY/UNO@UNHQ, Movses 
Abelian/NY/UNO@UNHQ, Kelvin Ong/NY/UNO@UNHQ, David Biggs/NY/UNO@UNHQ, Melanie 
Redondo/NY/UNO@UNHQ, Marie Jan Sarte/NY/UNO@UNHQ, 
DPKO-DFS-Correspondence/NY/UNO@UNHQ 
10/08/2015 02:11 PM 
Interim report of the Panel of Experts on South Sudan 

Please find attached a note from Mr. Feltman on the subject. 
Kind regards, 

R _ 20150810112315.pdf 

Lourdes Selaya 
Office of the Under-Secretary-General 
for Political Affairs 
United Nations 
Tel: 1.212.963.3995 
Email: selaya@un.org 
Website: http://www.un.org/depts/dpa 


